THE  PEASANTS
who arbitrarily fixed their tattle, corvees, and fines, so that they were
said to be *tdllables> corvfables, exploitable* d merci': that is, subject
to the taille and corvee and to exploitation at their master's dis-
cretion. But so soon as their dues were fixed by contract, they
became freemen, the deed which gave them their freedom being
known as a charts de franchise. They now acquired the right to
leave the domain and marry outside the village without permis-
sion, and so the serf population diminished.
The limitation of the lord's legal right applied only to the
property of the tenants; it did little to dimmish his effective power
over their person. It was scarcely possible for diem to refuse to
send him their children if he desired to take them as servants.
It would have been difficult for their daughters or wives to refuse
to yield to a caprice of their master, even if it occurred to them to
resist; so it was unnecessary to appeal to any definite 'droit du
seigneur*.
^CONDITIONS   OF   LIFE   OF  THE   VILLEINS
The records contain little information about the material con-
ditions of the villeins' lives. There were peasants in easy circum-
stances, and sometimes even rich ones, especially in the south,
where dependence on the lord was less strict and irregularities
in the system of cultivation and ownership left them moans of
acquiring and cultivating lands at will. Rich peasants were
probably to be found in the districts where settlements were
scattered and holdings varied greatly in value; and there were
some even in the districts of the north-east, for the fabliaux contain
the character of a rich villein who has married the daughter of
a noble. But these were exceptions.
The mass of the French peasants continued to exist under
material conditions of life which lasted unchanged down to the
eighteenth century. There is nothing to indicate that these were
any better during the Middle Ages, Except in the southern dis-
tricts, where the houses were built of stone and roofed with tiles,
according to the custom of the Mediterranean peoples, the peasant
generally occupied a small cottage, damp, dark, cold, or smoky,
most usually built of wooden laths and clay and covered with
thatch, lighted only through the door, or else by unglazed win*
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